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A wide stretch of silent waters
is my heart...
so quiet...
the lank reeds strewning it
brood gauntly above shadows,
motionless...

Lonely,
and grey as the skies above it
it lies...
only the shadows, widening, stir
when the winds ripple it...

... But the thought of you
is a white sheen of wings
passing above it,
and wakening its depths to sudden flame.....

LEIGH HENRY
Hausberg Prison Camp,
Germany, May, 1918.
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silently waters is my heart... so quiet...
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the lank reeds strew-ing it brood

gaultly a-bove sha-dows, mo-tion-less...

Lonely,
and grey as the skies above it, it lies...

only the shadows, widening,

stir when the winds ripple it... But the
Gradually louder and quicker to the end.

thought of you is a white sheen of wings passing above it, and waking its depths to sudden flame.
ENGLISH SONGS

By RUTLAND BOUGHTON
2147 CHILD OF THE LONELY HEART (Edward Carpenter)
2148 LAKE OF BEAUTY (Edward Carpenter)
2146 THE TRIUMPH OF CIVILIZATION (Edward Carpenter)
   'Striking.'—Evening Standard
2149 IMMANENCE (John Rodker)
   'A liquid picture.'—New East

By ERNEST BULLOCK
2150 AWAKE THEE, MY LADY LOVE (G. Darley)
2153 I LOVE MY GOD (Chris. Massie)

By PERCIVAL GARRATT
2144 LAST POST (H. S. Spencer)
2154 LAST INVOCATION (Walt Whitman)
2167 ROSIES (Agnes Hanrahan)
   'Keeping alive the interest of the listeners.'—Pall Mall Gazette
   'Interesting and musically.'—Referee

By JULIUS HARRISON
2159 SHE COMES NOT WHEN NOON IS ON THE ROSES
   (Herbert Trench)
   'A graceful song.'—Referee
   'Fine.'—Evening Standard

By GEOFFREY GWY ThER
2160 THE SONG OF SHADOWS (Walter de la Mare)
   'Well worth the attention of cultured vocalists.'—Referee

By F. BENNICKE HART
2171 THE BLACKBIRD (W. E. Henley)
2172 I GAVE MY HEART TO A WOMAN (W. E. Henley)
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